Stories about Chinese Americans

- **American Dragons: Twenty-Five Asian American Voices**, edited by Laurence Yep (810.8 AMERICAN)
- **Seeing Emily**, by Joyce Lee Wong (YA LEE WONG)
- **Mismatch**, by Lensey Namioka (YA NAMIOKA)
- **Gateway**, by Sharon Shinn (YA SHINN)
- **American Born Chinese**, and other graphic novels by Gene Leun Yang (YA YANG)

More information about THE BIG READ and all of the Library’s BIG READ events can be found at jmrl.org/bigread

THE BIG READ is a program of the National Endowment for the Arts in partnership with Arts Midwest. It is designed to restore reading to the center of American culture.

THE BIG READ is supported by the Art and Jane Hess Fund of the Library Endowment.
**Books for Young Adults**

**Stories of China and Chinese History**

- *Sword*, by Da Chen (YA CHEN)
- *Snow Falling in Spring: Coming of Age in China during the Cultural Revolution*, by Mquiry Li (92 LI-MARCUS, MOYING)
- *The Diary of Ma Yan: the Struggles and Hopes of a Chinese Schoolgirl*, by Ma Yan (915.1 MA)
- *Chinese Cinderella and the Secret Dragon Society*, by Adeline Yen Mah (YA MAH)
- *Ties that Bind, Ties that Break*, by Lensey Namioka (YA NAMIOKA)
- *Bound*, by Donna Jo Napoli (YA NAPOLI)
- *Chu Ju's House*, by Gloria Whelan (YA WHELAN)
- *Little Green: Growing up During the Chinese Cultural Revolution*, by Chun Yu (92 YU, CHUN)

(More books on the back!)